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The City on the Move Institute
seeks to further scientific
understanding of urban mobilities
in contemporary societies through
its academic Chair headed by JeanPierre Orfeuil, Professor at the Paris
Institute of Urban Planning.
Thinking about mobility,
understanding what movement today and conceptions
of movement tomorrow say about a society, and at the
same time understanding what societies construct,
expect, tolerate or reject in the sphere of mobility, is
one of the major economic, social, environmental and
cultural challenges of the new century.
In this sphere, as in many others, there is no single,
potentially universal model, but a set of narratives that
continue to condition our present, imaginative
experiments and ways of doing things that depend on
cultural context and feed into all the different
interpretations, along with constraints that apply to
everyone, although each of us finds different ways
around them.
Having organised three international seminars in
France, the Chair of the City on the Move Institute
(IVM) has accepted the invitation from Tsinghua
University to extend the ideas and discussions
prompted by IVM’s China programme. For three
years, this programme, headed by Jean-François
Doulet, senior lecturer at the Paris Institute of Political
Studies, has been conducting field research on urban
mobilities in China.
The stakes are high. With annual urban growth of 3 %,
China has entered a phase of accelerated urbanisation
intensified by expanding mobilities: the increasing
variety of reasons for travel, together with the rapid
increase in motorisation, represent a significant
challenge for the agents of urban development.
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In organising a new symposium in
Beijing, one of IVM’s aims is to
“contract time”, to juxtapose the
perspectives of a great country in
the midst of rapid growth with the
historical perspectives of countries
that have already experienced such
rapid increases in mobility.
The symposium will be organised
around three key elements:
■ The “Architecture on the Move!
Cities and Mobilities” exhibition;
■ Plenary sessions presenting
research on five themes:
“Transport and urban
development”, “The social
dimension of mobility”,
“Multimodality”, “Infrastructures,
landscapes and environment”,
“Organisational innovations,
technological innovations”;
■ Themed workshops based on
case studies presented by the cities
of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Chongqing and Wuhan
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OPENING CEREMONY:

and urbanity
Saturday 9 October

Didier Rebois

Architect, teacher at the
Paris Val-de-Seine School
of Architecture, curator
of the IVM’s “Architecture
on the Move ! City and
Mobilities” Exhibition,
Paris, France

Around the world,
cities continue to grow
larger, and the compact
and stable city has
been replaced by an
Reconciling
extended urban
mobility
structure, a city
territory. Citydwellers
and urbanity
travel ever further and
the rhythms of their
lives alternate between speed over large
distances—motorways, orbital roads, tunnels
—and a slower pace in local areas—residential
districts, shopping malls, public spaces,
leisure parks... To adapt to and take ownership
of this nebulous city, people prefer to travel
by car and use public transport only when there
is no alternative.
The combination of the extended city, growing
population densities and speed, is radically
transforming metropolitan space. The continuity
of the European city has been blown apart,
giving way to a fragmented structure, what the
Dutch have baptised the “archipelago city”,
in which the zones of function (housing, tertiary,
commerce, industry, leisure, amenities…)
are the land masses and the transport networks
the surrounding water.

Reconciling mobility
[morning ]
The requirements of fast automobile access are
transforming the landscape, swelling the
infrastructures, dispersing buildings and
gradually whittling away at other forms of travel,
whether communal or alternative. It is the
networks themselves that now drive urbanisation
along the main axes and around major
intersections, leaving other parts of the city lying
fallow.
In the suburban city, we feel like beneficiaries
of an unwanted inheritance, practitioners
of this dominant mobility, but at the same time
disconcerted by the landscapes it produces.
The congested expressways generate major
environmental damage; stationary cars
are stored in spaces that are often murky and
insecure; the urban polarities are transformed
into enclaves by the networks that feed them;
users of other forms of transport have little
space to move safely; pedestrians forget what
the urban ground feels like. In the spaces
of mobility, designed solely to fulfil their
technical function, a central value is neglected:
the sense of urbanity.
At a time when the impact of sustainable
development on the urban and natural
environment is becoming a major issue,
reconciling urbanity and mobility has become
a strategic political objective for billions
of citydwellers around the world.
The “Architecture on the Move” Exhibition is
an example of a new kind of project which
combines the technical, social and architectural
dimensions in a series of diverse, contextualised
and creative experiments, designed to give
shape to the city on the move. By means
of a diversity of viewpoints, these experiments
respond to a new social demand that can be
defined through a handful of themes. We will
analyse a number of attitudes that epitomise this
movement.

TOUR OF THE “ARCHITECTURE ON THE MOVE!
CITY AND MOBILITIES” EXHIBITION
Speed and movement have taken over the
human environment. Why shouldn't the loci of
travel be places of hospitality and urbanity?
Through the originality of the 45 architectural
designs and projects on show, the "Architecture
on the Move!" Exhibition seeks to raise public
and professional awareness of the importance of
quality in the loci of movement. The exhibition
has already toured numerous cities in Europe
and Latin America since 2002 in a FrancoBritish version, and a Franco-Chinese version
has visited many Chinese cities. It is continuing
to tour, now with the addition of a HispanoPortuguese version. A French-English catalogue
has already been published, to be followed very
shortly by a Chinese edition (China
Construction Press).
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THEME 1: Transportation

and urban development
Saturday 9 October
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The big cities are growing fast,
economically, demographically
and graphically, and transport
infrastructures need to match this
growth. This expansion calls for
long-term forecasts of traffic
trends. Such forecasts are usually
based on gravity models, where
transport demand parallels
the patterns of land use.
The French experience, notably in
Paris, suggests that the
geographical distribution of
journeys may differ significantly
from forecasts. Likewise, around
the world, there are quite different
models of urban growth, entailing
quite different transport needs. In
both cases, the underlying reason
is the same: the relation between

[afternoon]

urban development and
infrastructures is not
unidirectional—infrastructures
partly influence the geography
of urban development, so that
the big transport choices are also
choices about urban form.
If we want to control these choices
better, we need mobility surveys
(day-to-day travel, choice of living
place, business location strategy).

With:

Mao Qizhi

China is currently
undergoing a twofold
process of
urbanisation and
Spatial
rapid
motorisation.
development
Against
this
and transport
traffic in
organisation in background,
metropolitan areas
China’s
has become a major
metropolitan
urban issue.
areas: moving
In recent years,
from urban
several conurbations
sprawl to
have formed through
sustainable
the merger of big
cities, and now
development
function as regional
metropolises. These
notably include the conurbation formed by the
cities of Shanghai, Nanjing and Hangzhou in
the Yangtze Delta, the Guangzhou-Shenzhen
conurbation incorporating Hong Kong and
Macao in the Pearl River Delta, and the
Beijing-Tianjin-Tangshan conurbation in the
greater Beijing region.
The spatial development model of these
megacities arises from the expansion of the
city centres over recent decades, which has
generated large-scale urban sprawl. These
megacities now consist of a huge and
extremely dense central area surrounded by
more diffuse suburban areas.
Urban centrality has influenced the roads
layout. In the initial growth phase, for social,
political, economic and also historical
reasons, most Chinese cities formed around a
very high-density city centre. Then, when
these big cities entered into a phase of rapid
expansion, the type of roads network that
emerged was generally radioconcentric.
A typical example of this evolution is the
eleven radial roads and five peripheral
boulevards that form the central roads
framework in Beijing.
Rapid urbanisation, a sudden increase in the
number of motorised vehicles, pronounced
urban centrality, inadequate road
infrastructures, old-fashioned transport
policies and systems, together with the huge
volume of bicycle traffic, have created
a model of development in China’s
Professor, School of
Architecture, Tsinghua
University, Beijing, China

metropolitan regions that generates
severe traffic congestion.
Although China’s territory is vast and
every region has a different development plan,
the trend in most cities is towards
analogous spatial development models and
transport strategies.
Because of the very high densities, whether
of population or of construction, Chinese cities
inevitably face numerous transport problems.
There seems no doubt that an inappropriate
urban planning system will continue to
generate social and economic problems, of
which urban traffic congestion is one of
the most apparent.
If the objective of urban planning is to
improve the population’s living conditions and
support urban growth, one of the planning
priorities needs to be traffic. Sustainable
development requires us first to answer
the following two questions: what is the ideal
urban transport model for our purposes?
And what price are we prepared to pay in
order to create it?
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THEME 1: Transportation

and urban development
Saturday 9 October [afternoon]
Liu Binglian

Professor, Tianjin
University, China

Dominique
Bouf

Previous studies have
shown that increasing
speeds can result in a
“paradoxical”
reinvestment in the
time budget allocated
to transport. This
The travel
observation involves
time paradox
two contrasting city
hypothesis:
models: “extensive”
foundations
cities, largely
and
represented in North
perspectives
America and
Oceania, and
“intensive” cities,
purportedly more common in Europe. The
paradox is that the time budget grows with
economic development as speed increases and
time becomes restricted and therefore
“expensive”. This apparent paradox focuses
interest on how the distribution of transport
modes differs according to a city’s
characteristics.
Should it be assumed that “intensive” cities
are lagging behind in an inevitable process? Is
there a tendency for “intensive” cities to
become “extensive” cities? The differences
within the North American and European
continents will be highlighted through the
establishment of a city typology based on
regional distinctions.
There are also questions about the future of
developing Asian cities, where mobility and
the distribution of transport modes, as well as
the very high population densities, suggest
the need for a separate city model.
However, the question is whether increasing
wealth will lead to a shift towards the
extensive model, the intensive model, or a
completely different model?
Researcher, National
Centre for Scientific
Research (CNRS),
Laboratory of Transport
Economics, Human
Sciences Institute (ISH),
Paris, France
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With the development
of China's economy
and world
globalization, the rate
and extent of
urbanization are
increasing fast,
generating numerous
big cities and even
international
metropolises. The
emergence of the
urban agglomeration
has become the most significant feature in the
development of China’s cities since the 1990s.
The formation and growth of urban
agglomerations and metropolises is to some
extent dependent on improvements in
transport systems. This makes the building of
an effective, integrated and appropriate
metropolitan transportation system, with the
development of different and complementary
transport methods, a priority in the
establishment of solid fundamentals and
favourable conditions for the regional
economy. Furthermore, to promote proper use
of urban land, it is important to manage
a sequential development of urban space
within agglomerations and to move away from
restrictive administrative and industrial
control in order to bring about a combination
of centralization and diffusion. The objective
of metropolitan transportation systems
is to offer low cost, safe and highly
efficient transport.

Analysis
of the features
of urbanization
and the
construction
of the
metropolitan
transportation
system
in China

Jean-Pierre
Orfeuil

Professor, Paris Institute
of Urban Planning,
University Paris XII,
Marne-la-Vallée, France

The transition from
primarily agricultural
to primarily industrial
and service-based
Transport and economies
is
urban
accompanied by very
development: significant rises in
what can
urban population,
we learn from especially
in big
40 years of
cities. Providing these
observations populations with
in Ile-desatisfactory living
France?
conditions and
ensuring that the city
can function
effectively in the medium to long term,
requires strategic thinking and considerable
efforts in urban and transport planning.
Formal techniques were developed for this
purpose, and their formalised nature lends
them a pronounced scientific status in public
opinion and amongst political leaders. These
techniques have been implemented in Ile-deFrance since the early 1960s. Today, with
more than 40 years of hindsight and a very

large number of observations, we are in a
position to consider the following questions:
Were we right in the predictions made about
demographic growth, about the geographical
choices of households and businesses, and
about travel patterns? Should the divergences
observed be attributed to factors within or
outside the models, external to or inherent in
the role the agglomeration plays within the
country as a whole? In particular, was there a
synergy between the values and decisions
arising from the Nation State and those arising
from the urban region?
Did factors neglected in the models
nevertheless give rise to significant public
involvement?
As mobility patterns have become better
understood, has this cast doubt on the
structure of the predictive models?
Have the values and expectations of today’s
city dwellers, the assumptions of technicians,
planners and politicians, and the strategic
criteria of businesses evolved over these four
decades, a time when per capita income has
risen sharply? Were the urban problems that
are now considered most important identified
ahead of time, are they an integral part of the
actual planning process? Do these changes
cast doubt not only on the models, but
on the strategic perspectives and criteria of
efficacy that those models express?
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THEME 2: The social dimension

of transport

With:

Saturday 9 October [afternoon]

Periods of rapid economic growth
can—despite the efforts of
governments—be periods of rapid
growth in the inequalities between
individuals, households, social
groups. In these periods, the
“average” mobility of the
population as a whole grows, both
because of the rise in average
income, and also because mobility
becomes increasingly necessary
in a space transformed by the
network and location strategies of
employers and public and private
services. Increased travel and
longer journeys are partly the
result of choice, but also of
obligations within a new context.
True, apart from a few special
services, transport infrastructures
and services are designed “for
everyone”, but the different
population categories differ in
their resources and their ability
to take advantage of them.
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■ How

can travel requirements
and people’s ability (or inability)
to meet them be assessed?
■ How do we identify populations
with mobility difficulties?
■ What are the causes of these
difficulties?
■ Do the mobility problems that
some people experience tend to
reinforce difficulties in other
spheres?
■ What public or private measures
could be taken to enable everyone
to participate fully in urban life?

Francis
Godard

Professor, University
of Marne-la-Vallée,
member of the
City Mobility Transport
Laboratory, (LVMT),
Marne-la-Vallée, France

The thing we call the
city is changing. How
then are we to
approach the
Different cities, organisation of
different
mobilities in these
mobilities;
nebulous urban
different
archipelagos?
We need to try to
mobilities,
understand how
different cities
mobility systems
define the geography
of new spaces. In other words, how each mode
of transport delineates a spatiotemporal
architecture of the city. A city’s quality in
terms of accessibility depends on the
existence of integrated transport systems that
facilitate the interfaces—and thereby the
articulations—between modes. The important
thing, therefore, is to make connections
possible.
Two trends are currently at work. Firstly, a
tendency towards flexibility and generalised
mobility, and secondly, a tendency towards
spatial enclosure, which is one of the facets of
poverty: what can we do to escape from this
dualisation?

Developing a transport supply policy requires
us, first, to analyse the social and urban
effects of each method of transport, and
second, to achieve an accurate analysis of
demand and of changes in demand in the short
and long term. What is needed, therefore, is
new approaches to the analysis of mobilities
and a better understanding of what determines
changes in these behaviours.
There are no panaceas or ready-made
solutions, pace the illusions based on a purely
technical focus on the vector of transport
alone. After a phase marked by a sense of
helplessness, we are now seeing the
re-emergence of political will and ambition
in the sphere of transport. Transport policies
have entered a stage of extraordinary
inventiveness. One of the main innovations
perhaps lies in a new, emerging conception
of the organisational, financial and urban
(or morphological) connections between
public institutions and private organisations
with regard to the organisation of public
transport.
The capacity for mobility is one of the
conditions of full integration into a society.
In other words, the less an urban system
is concerned with the ability of its inhabitants
to access its different parts, the more it acts
as a fragmenting force and therefore as an
agent of social dis-integration.
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THEME 2: The social

dimension of transport
Saturday 9 October [afternoon]

Pan Haixiao

Professor, College of
Architecture and Urban
Planning, Tongji
University, Shanghai,
China

For Shanghai, as an
emerging world city,
transport
Transportation improvement
has
for Shanghai
been the major focus
Expo 2010:
of urban construction.
an opportunity However, the number
to integrate
of motorised vehicles
suburban areas and demand for
into the urban
transport have far
exceeded the level
fabric?
assumed in planning
scenarios. Large-scale
road construction has failed to relieve
congestion. Easier commuting and better
linkage between the city centre and peripheral
communities, which have been encouraged
over the last half-century to receive the
displaced population from the overcrowded
city center—albeit with limited success—are
a critical concern.
Expo 2010 will be a big challenge to
Shanghai’s transport system. The question is
whether the experience of the Expo theme
—based on the motto “Better city, Better
life”—will aid the development of the city
in the long run, by integrating the suburban
areas into the urban fabric.
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With:

Anisio
Brasileiro

Professor, Federal
University of
Pernambuco, Recife,
Brazil

It is well-known that
the essence of urban
poverty lies in the
Urban mobility, majority of the
social
population’s lack of
exclusion and
access to water,
public
electricity, hygiene,
transport:
telecommunications,
lessons from
health, housing,
the Brazilian
education, leisure and
work. Of these
experience
services, transport
constitutes an
instrument of freedom or servitude for urban
mobility.
Brazil, a country of more than 180 million
people divided into 27 federal states and
5 900 cities, including the agglomerations of
São Paulo (population 18 million), Rio de
Janeiro (13 million), Belo Horizonte
(4 million) and Recife (3.8 million), is
experiencing a period of crisis-transition, a
time when the exacerbation of urban problems
is accompanied by the emergence of
innovative solutions in the cities.
One of the big problems of transport in the
cities is the falling demand for bus transport,
as bus firms operating under a capitalistic and
monopolistic model face increasing
competition from freelance operators. There
are also the traffic jams resulting from rising
levels of car ownership among certain
individuals from low income groups or the
middle and upper classes (the latter group will

often own a second or third car).
My paper will therefore consider ways of
reviving public transport against a background
of massive urbanisation and growing social
exclusion.
Based on the concrete experiences of the
cities of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Curitiba,
Porto Alegre, Belo Horizonte, Recife and
Natal, I will analyse the strategy adopted to
reduce inequalities in access to transport, as
one of the main elements of transport policy.
Four aspects are considered:
1) technological: emphasis will be placed on
practical experiments with multimodal
transport networks in the urban outskirts of
the agglomerations, based on the integration
of rail transport (trams, VAL, metro and train)
with tyre-based transport (buses and lowcapacity vehicles);
2) institutional and regulatory: creation of a
model of metropolitan management based on
negotiation between public agencies (at
different levels) and private agencies; and the
introduction of competitive tendering for
private operators;
3) financial: implementation of a funding
mechanism where employers directly
subsidise their workers’ travel (“transport
token”); and funding models based on PublicPrivate Partnerships.
I hope that this exchange of experience will
contribute to the public and private action
taken to facilitate full and universal
participation in urban life.

Noboru
Harata

Professor, University of
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

This paper examines
the connection
between transport and
social exclusion. It is
proposed that the
degree of social
exclusion for various
activities can be used
as an index of
mobility difficulties.
The level of social exclusion is assessed using
nationwide individual journey data and a
Tokyo Metropolitan Area Person-journey
survey. In addition, the paper applies an
activity-based measurement method to sample
households and analyses the link between
mobility differences and car availability
within a Japanese city. Finally, still within the
activity-based framework, it discusses
possible measures to reduce the problems
associated with social exclusion.

Transport and
social
exclusion:
definition,
status and
measurement
methods

Li
Chunling

Associate Professor,
Institute of Sociology,
Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences, Beijing,
China

The mobility
practices
of social groups
in urban
China
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THEME 3:

Multimodality
Sunday 10 October [morning]

With:

Lu Huapu

Professor, Director of the
Institute of Transportation
Engineering, Civil
Engineering Department,
Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China
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Multimodality—the use of several
methods of transport within a
single journey—is an essential
element in the transport of goods
as well as people. In very large
cities, it is crucial in reconciling
the concentration of flows
required for the use of the most
powerful mass technologies, where
starting points and destinations are
a long way apart. Transitions
between methods (within public
transport, such as changes from
the bus to the railway, or involving
private transport such as the
bicycle or the car) are both cost
elements (time, money comfort)
and opportunities. How well
connections are organised, the
spatial priority given to transfers
between modes, information,
assistance (e.g. with luggage), fare
and timetable coordination, can all
reduce costs. These places are also
highly frequented, and so
advantageous for shops and
services. Their presence offers an
opportunity to make travellers’
lives easier, to generate resources
for the multimodal platform, to
exercise a positive impact on the

neighbourhood and to “urbanise”
the location. These places are also
inherently highly accessible from
different parts of the city, and can
therefore support tertiary
development in their immediate
neighbourhood. That is why the
material organisation of these loci
of interchange, their management,
the levels and types of services
concentrated within them,
constitute major options for the
operation and future of the city.

China is a developing
country with a low
level
of motorisation.
Problems,
However, within
challenges
China’s development
and practice
process, traffic
in China’s
congestion, road
Sustainable
traffic accidents and
Urban
environmental
Transportation pollution have
System
reached critical levels
in large and mediumsized cities. As in
many other parts of the world, China’s
transportation system faces major challenges.
This paper examines current problems and
challenges in China’s urban transportation
system and considers possible solutions. It
also covers the different research programmes
and schemes. It concludes that a rapid, safe,
efficient, comfortable and clean transportation
system can be achieved quickly through the
combination of cutting-edge academic
research and the construction of practical
transportation systems in different cities.
Chinese traffic experts also recognise the need
for sustainable development—the alliance of
environmental sustainability, effectiveness and
science—and for urban transportation systems
not only to satisfy demand for transport, but
also to provide a dynamic balance between
efficiency and environmental protection. The
objective for urban transportation is threefold:
to satisfy demand for transport, to protect the
environment and to make effective use of
resources.
This objective for a systematic solution to
urban transport problems can be expressed
within a framework made up of three levels
and two aspects. The three levels are:
First, in terms of urban planning and land-use
patterns, to avoid concentrating populations
and functions within cities, with the result that
transport demand exceeds capacity and land-

use becomes concentrated in urban
business districts, causing unmanageable
transport problems;
Second, in terms of transportation structure, to
focus on developing mass transit and fast
public transport systems;
And finally, to increase the capacity of the
road network and optimise use of the transport
infrastructure through modern scientific
transport management strategies.
At the same time, experience shows that, to
achieve a balance between transport supply
and demand, we need to take action on both
sides of the equation. There are two main
aspects to this: to look at both supply and
demand, and to take comprehensive actions.
Different Chinese cities are at different stages
of development, in different economic
systems and characterised by different urban
patterns. Consequently, future urban transport
strategies and priorities should be determined
on the basis of the characteristics of
the cities themselves and adapted to urban
development forecasts.
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THEME 3:

Ma Lin

Multimodality

Engineer, Urban Transport
Center, Academy
of Urban Planning,
Ministry of Construction,
Beijing, China

Sunday 10 October [morning]

Alain
Bourdin

The loci of
multimodality,
especially railway and
bus stations and
airports, need to
comply with a set of
The loci of
constraints relating to
multimodality, the articulation
their urban
between the methods
function and
of transport
management
themselves. They are
also required to
manage and control
the circulation of significant, and inevitably
diverse, flows of people and goods. With
regard to the movements of people alone,
there are also the problems of organising
usage: what arrangements are made for
travellers, what activities should be available
for them, what transport-related services
should be provided?
There is also the question of the urban
functions of the loci of multimodality. The
presence of large flows and ease of access
make them very attractive for certain
activities. They can, for example, provide
space for offices, shops and different
amenities (notably leisure facilities).
There are three major trends:
a/ Organising the locus of interchange so
that flows move as quickly as possible. Here,
the priorities are ease of access from one
mode to another and the coordination of the
Professor, Director
of the French Institute
of Urban Planning,
University Paris VIII,
Marne-la-Vallée,
France
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different modes (notably timetables):
the aim is for the traveller to spend as little
time as possible in situ.
b/ Limiting the locus of multimodality to the
transport function alone, but making it a space
that concentrates travel-related services and
where time can be spent while waiting to
move from one mode to another. Here, there
will be greater emphasis on services to users
than on the coordination between modes.
c/ Turning these loci into urban spaces which
contribute to city life in general beyond the
needs of transport users alone. This is what
happens when shopping or business centres
are installed in stations.
Depending on what functional choices are
made for the loci of multimodality, very
different organisational models are required to
run them. One of these models will be
presented here, the so-called Paris Airport
model, which is used equally for stations and
airports. Its strengths and limitations
will be demonstrated

In China, the concept
of the Intelligent
Urban Transportation
Intelligent
System exists
Urban
within a context
Transportation where urban traffic is
System
slightly out of step
Strategy for
with socio-economic
development.
China
Identifying impacts,
developing targets, scheduling and
implementing the Intelligent Urban
Transportation System are strategic elements
in the general development of urban traffic in
China.
Transport demand determines the direction,
priorities and implementation of the
Intelligent Urban Transportation System.
Service requirement is the core problem in the
development of this System, and is also the
sticking point in creating the appropriate
market for the System to thrive.
The general development strategy for the
Intelligent Urban Transportation System could
be summarised as follows: reducing road
traffic volumes as a priority, promoting urban
transit service levels as a key direction,
constructing integrative traffic information as
a platform, improving road infrastructures as a
baseline, providing policy support as a
guarantee, and gradually extending and
implementing this overall strategy.

José Manuel
Viegas

Professor, Superior
Institute for Technics,
Centre of Urban and
Regional Systems
(CESUR), president
of Transport Innovation
Systems (TIS),
Lisbon, Portugal

The existence of
several transport
modes in an urban
agglomeration is a
From
trivial fact and a
multimodality
natural consequence
to seamless
of urban expansion.
intermodality
This process implies
the need to cover
in urban
growing distances
transport: a
and
different densities
difficult
of
travel
demand in
transition
different directions,
to which the various transport modes respond

with different speeds and capacities. These
modes can range from walking and cycling, to
motorbikes, private cars and buses, to various
forms of rail and guided systems in general.
Such a multimodal system can serve cities and
regions fairly well as long as they are
essentially monocentric and the mobility
patterns of their inhabitants are largely simple,
typically based on symmetric pairs of homebased journeys. However, when one of these
conditions fails, the need arises for people to
move between areas that are too far away for
walking or cycling and which have no simple
and easy public transport links. Delays in
responding to this problem are one of the
major reasons for the fast growth of individual
motorization, as observed in many cities
throughout the world.
Large urban areas need a highly efficient,
well-designed and well-integrated public
transport system. Such integration is
technically complex, but the major barrier to
successful integration is not technical:
integration provides citizens with more
efficient ways to reach multiple parts of the
urban space, and is a powerful instrument of
social cohesion. However, it also creates
additional costs, vulnerabilities in quality of
service and constraints on commercial
initiative to the operators, which constitute or
generate multiple forms of inefficiency on the
production side.
A balance between these positive and negative
sides of integration must therefore be sought
in the quest for a good transport system
serving large urban areas. This paper presents
the major elements in that balance and shows
how it may be achieved through varying levels
of public involvement in the design and
control of the urban transport system.
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THEME 4:

Avec:

Infrastructures, landscapes
and environment
Sunday 10 October [morning]
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From the end of the 19th century,
the development of urban transport
instigated all kinds of solutions for
the accommodation of
infrastructures, in particular
superimposed levels for the
different networks, subway tunnels,
streets, tramways and railway
bridges. Then, from the beginning
of the 20th century, the
development of the car in the USA
gave rise to a range of expressway
systems for automobile. The first of
these, the Parkways, reflected a
desire to harmonise these new
infrastructures with the cityscape.
However, with the pressure of
traffic and the separation between
transport planning and town
planning, these aspects came to be
neglected: the built environment of
cities was scarred and disfigured by
the incursion of urban freeways,
while on the outskirts, huge
junctions neutralised entire areas. In
the last few years, both in the US
and Europe, efforts have been made
to repair the damage caused by

François
Ascher

Professor, French
Institute of Urban
Planning, University
Paris VIII, chairman of
the IVM’s scientific and
steering committee,
Marne-la-Vallée, France

make the surface roads available for
other activities (e. g. in Stockholm).
More generally, in many longurbanised countries, it seems that it
is possible to find new
compromises between the different
uses and functions of cities, that the
great through-roads can be limited
or moved underground in favour of
streets that allow intermediate
speeds, provide local access and
offer a diversity of quality public
spaces.
■ What can be done to produce

these infrastructures. Policies to
revitalise city centres involve
rehabilitating public spaces, and in
particular roads. In New York, the
freeway that ran along south-west
Manhattan (Battery Park) has been
demolished and replaced by a
boulevard that also provides
continuous access to the districts it
passes through; in Boston, a huge
project is in progress to bury the
freeway that has run through the
city since the early 1950s. In
Europe too, there is a whole range
of projects to transform urban
motorways into boulevards (notably
in Lyon and Marseille), and to build
road tunnels which will once again

transport infrastructures and urban
freeways that possess architectural,
urbanistic, landscape and
environmental qualities?
■ What can be done to prevent
expressways dividing and
fragmenting cities? Can urban
boulevards reconcile the needs of
both transit and access? How can
roads be reconciled with the
production of versatile public
spaces?
■ How can local demands for
environmental quality be reconciled
with the mobility needs of people
passing through on their way to
somewhere else?
■ What can be done to help reduce
the unwanted side-effects of
transport, especially air pollution?

Modern urban
planning developed at
the beginning of the
20th century through
Transport
the implementation of
infrastructures
the major principle of
and urban
industrial efficiency
planning:
in that era: the quest
towards a new
for economies of
model of
scale through
efficiency for
repetition and mass
cities?
production. To
achieve this, urban
planning—like
industry—sought to separate functions so that
each activity might attain the critical mass
required to generate economies of scale. The
famous formula of the Athens Charter is wellknown: the city should be organised with
separate areas for housing, work, leisure,
business and transport.
The principle of separation of functions was
then extended, and after the Second World
War distinct transport infrastructures were
developed to match the different transport
types. At the two extremes were pedestrian
streets and urban freeways. A further
distinction was made between transit and local
service functions. Eventually, a highly
stratified system of infrastructures emerged,
with secondary roads designed to channel
flows into the main roads, and distribute them
towards the service roads.
Today, this model of systematic separation of
functions is coming under fire in many
urbanised countries, for different reasons.
Firstly, the reference terms of urban
planning—as indeed of industry—have
largely changed: the functional division of
space was efficient when urban function was
fairly simple and repetitive and there was
relatively little urban diversity. However, in
cities where journeys are increasingly
multidirectional and transport methods varied
and changeable, the stratified roads system
and the functional specialisation of space is no
longer fully appropriate.
Secondly, both pedestrian streets and urban
freeways are generating more and more
problems. City-centre pedestrian precincts ... /
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are proving less attractive and many see
them as a hindrance to retail trade. Urban
motorways generate a double problem: firstly,
they attract traffic, extend journey distances
and quickly become saturated; secondly, they
create divides within the city, isolating
districts, impoverishing their urban potential
and preventing transverse traffic that might
reduce congestion; thirdly, citydwellers now
demand greater quality of life and
increasingly refuse to live near these big
infrastructures, not only for reasons of
comfort but also on aesthetic grounds.
Against this background, town planners and
transport managers are now seeking new
solutions that will provide both mobility and
urban quality.
In addition to a new concern for a greater
functional mix within districts, we are seeing:
- the development of shopping streets that
combine different modes of individual and
public transport;
- a new urban street design combining transit
and service roads (the new urban boulevards),
with roads that can accommodate relatively
high traffic flows without creating divides
within the city fabric or axes with no other
purpose than transport;
- the disappearance of the big inner-city
ground level urban freeways and
their replacement in certain cases by
underground roads;
- efforts in architecture and landscaping in
the handling of big intra-urban freeway
infrastructures.

consideration for the needs of the modern
populace.
4. The avenues failed to take account of the
need for functional and environmental
integration with adjacent areas, with the result
that the urban landscape as a whole lacks
harmony.
Constructing landscaped urban avenues
continues to be fashionable in China as a way
of enhancing the city’s environmental image.
However, this approach requires careful
guidance and fine-tuning if it is to achieve the
threefold goals of embellishing the urban
environment, alleviating traffic problems and
improving quality of life.

Jin Liming

Professor, Tsinghua
University, Beijing,
China

As economic
development
accelerates, Chinese
cities are increasingly
seeking to modernise
and create an
identifiable image
through “Image
Projects”. The focal
point of these projects is the planning and
construction of landscaped urban avenues.
The way these avenues can meet the
increasing demands of urban traffic, while at
the same time enhancing the city image, is an
issue of some concern.
The planning and construction of China’s
landscaped urban avenues includes successes
(e.g. Shennan Avenue in Shenzhen), but also
failures, which fulfil their landscape role but
neglect their traffic function (e.g. Century
Avenue in Pudong New District of Shanghai).
The following lessons may be drawn from
these examples of success and failure:
1. The planning and construction of
landscaped urban avenues in the early phase
of Chinese urbanization represents an active
attempt to improve urban infrastructure while
beautifying the city.
2. In the planning of China’s landscaped urban
avenues, the functional role of the urban
artery system as a means of regulating and
integrating traffic is often neglected in favour
of the aesthetics of urban landscape alone.
3. These landscaped avenues were originally
planned within a traditional perspective of
large-scale urban design, with little

The Planning
and
Construction of
Landscaped
Urban Avenues
in China

André Lortie

Architect, Researcher
at the Paris-Malaquais
School of Architecture,
France

On the basis of a few
examples, the
Cities and
presentation will look
roads
at key ideas on the
infrastructures: relations between
time for
cities and large roads
infrastructures. At the
reconciliation
beginning of the 20th
century, when highspeed roads were largely designed to resolve
local problems, their connection with the
urban fabric they passed through was seen as
essentially a matter for technicians. After
World War II, when planning of the large
traffic networks took on a national dimension,
urban expressways usually passed through
cities with no regard for continuity. Now, at
the beginning of the 21st century, a number of
projects aim to resolve the schisms produced
by the constructions of the 1960s and 1970s.

He Kebin

Professor, Department
of Environmental
Science & Engineering,
Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China

Motor vehicles
have made a
dominant
Urban projects contribution to the
to combat
deteriorating quality
China's
of urban air around
transportthe world and a great
related air
deal has been learned
about their impact on
pollution
the local, regional and
global environment.
Vehicles are major sources of hydrocarbons
(HC), nitrogen oxides (NOx), the precursors
to both tropospheric ozone and acid rain;
carbon monoxide (CO); and toxic air
pollutants such as diesel particulate. Vehicles
also consume large amounts of fossil fuels
such as petrol and diesel, which emit carbon
dioxide (CO2) and contribute to global
warming. Over the past decades, as China’s
vehicle population has exploded, the transport
sector has become a large source of CO, NOx
and HC. In densely populated urban areas,
vehicles can be a major source of particulates
as well.
The aim of this paper will be to consider the
relations between urban transport, mobility
and polluting emissions and describe what
regulations are being introduced at national
and local level. What kind of urban projects
can help combat the increase in air pollution?

Bian
Chunlan

Associate Professor,
School of Architecture,
Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China

Infrastructures,
landscapes and
environment
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The development of the transport
and travel sector appears strongly
influenced by the availability of
industrial hardware. This is
obviously the case for transport
equipment (cars, rolling stock...).
However, technical advances,
particularly in the field of
electronics and information
technology, have now also been
incorporated into systems of
management and operation:
“intelligent” cars, automatic public
transport, realtime information,
automatic ticketing systems,
transport on request, etc. The
history of transport policies
underlines the importance of
technical projects in mobilising
institutions and businesses to
transform travel systems.
However, the analysis of decision
processes also reveals the close
interaction between technical and
organisational innovations. In
some cases technical innovation
can facilitate organisational
innovation or at least compensate
for its absence. Conversely, certain
technical innovations have failed

to emerge because of the lack
of organisational innovation. For
example, issues of traffic
regulation are intrinsically linked
with the organisation of roads
management, with the hierarchy of
the network and with the division
of roles between technical
departments. Thus, the
broadcasting of traffic information
will have different effects on
traffic distribution depending on
the types of operators and
techniques employed (individual
onboard information, real-time
motorway traffic information
boards, radio, etc.). Other
examples: organising
intermodality (transport
connections, combined fares,
coordinated timetables, etc.)
depends on the skills and ability of
the relevant administrative bodies
to cooperate. The social
acceptability and economic
effectiveness of the toll systems
used to access an area or
infrastructure are sensitive to the
methods of payment employed.
More generally, both technical and

Professor, Transport
Research and
Infrastructure Planning
Lab (TRIP), University
of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

organisational innovations alter the
coordination between the different
stakeholders in transport systems.
■ How do we explain the ability of
large projects to assist with
decision-making?
■ In what types of situation is
there conflict between technical
innovations and organisational
innovations? And in this case,
what is the respective effectiveness
of each type of innovation?
■ In what types of situation is
there complementarity between
technical innovations and
organisational innovations? And
what can be done to create the
most advantageous synergies?

Transit Oriented
Development (TOD),
or more accurately
Transit
Rail-Based
Oriented
Development (RBD),
Development
is one of the key
(TOD) in
concepts in urban
Japan:
development as
institutional
applied to big
and
Japanese cities such
organisational
as the Tokyo, Osaka
strengths and
and Nagoya areas.
This form of
weaknesses
development along
railway lines or
around railway stations was not always
intended as a means of establishing
environmental control over urban form or
urban growth. However, without TOD it would
be difficult to achieve large conurbations such
as Tokyo, where urban railways account for as
much as 40% of total transport and 70% of
inbound journeys to the centre, and where per
capita urban energy consumption in the
transport sector is amongst the lowest of all
developed countries.
The paper begins with case examples
of TOD in Japan’s large cities, and then
attempts to group these cases into several
historical and organizational types: residential
development around stations by private rail
companies, commercial development around
large stations by private rail companies, public
sector rail-based new-town development,
incentive-driven local government policies
for station development, joint private-public
development, etc.
... /
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One of the key issues for successful TOD is
effective collaboration between the private
sector and public policy for transport and
urban development. The presenter discusses
the strengths and weaknesses of TOD in Japan
and tries to derive lessons from Japan’s
experience, with particular reference to
organizational and institutional strategies.

Jean-Marc
Offner

Professor, National Civil
Engineering School,
Director of the Laboratory
of Techniques,
Territories, Societies,
Marne-la-Vallée, France

Transport systems
involve numerous
sectors of local
authority action, as
regards both
management and
investment: traffic
and roads, public
transport, communal
spaces, spatial planning... Urban transport
policies are thus the outcome of multiple
decisions. Their effective and legitimate
implementation requires transverse
approaches to replace sector-based
approaches. There are at least two ways of
doing this: by coordinating (creating
interdependences between stakeholders,
interoperabilities between techniques); or by
integrating (bringing the different
stakeholders within a single entity,
standardising techniques). So for example, the
Carte Orange—a monthly pass for all public
transport in the Paris area—involves
agreement between the different transport
operators. Likewise, the “mixed syndicates”
—bodies that manage coordination between
city and departmental level—deal with the
issue of transport in periurban residential
areas. There are two ways of approaching the
goals of coordination and integration:

The need
for synergies
between
technical and
organisational
solutions
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technical or organisational. In fact, successful
local policies often seem to result from the
combination of technical and organisational
innovations. In order to work, a technical
innovation may require organisational
changes; or it may facilitate an organisational
innovation. An organisational innovation may
encourage technical creativity by changing
mindsets; or it may come into being by
mobilising a technical solution. It would
therefore seem helpful, from the point of view
of managing change, to think about the
synergies between the technical and the
organisational. Let us look at two examples.
One is an example of a technical innovation in
search of an organisational framework. The
other is an organisational innovation in search
of a technical framework. Traffic
information—using variable message boards,
radio or GPS—is issued by numerous
institutions, which sometimes have no direct
links with the equally numerous bodies
responsible for managing the road
infrastructures. What is lacking is an
integrating body, a road network operator able
to render coherent the regulations produced by
the different information providers. Mobilien
is a network of high-quality (speed, frequency,
comfort) bus lines devised by Ile-de-France’s
Urban Transport Plan (Paris region). Planned
by steering committees made up of all the
parties involved in the operation, these
Mobilien lines are having trouble emerging,
because of the antagonisms between the
different interests and mindsets concerned.
Formalising this innovation as an integrated
technical project might facilitate negotiations,
while making it possible to implement
evaluation tools.

Jiang Yulin

Chief Engineer, Institute
of Transportation,
Ministry of
Communication, China

Transportation
industries in China
A new
(whether railways,
institutional
roads, rivers, aviation
framework for
or pipelines) have
China’s
developed rapidly in
transportation
recent years.
policy
In 2003, China had
a transportation
network covering
3.8 million kilometres. Its railway network,
at 730,000 kilometres, was the third-largest in
the world, with the second-largest capacity.
Its 1.81 million kilometres of roads made it
the world’s fourth-largest roads network, and
its 30,000 kilometres of motorways
represented the second-largest network.
This rapid growth is causing serious problems,
such as a lack of adequate transport equipment,
lack of integrated transport system
management, serious energy security problems
and pollution, more traffic accidents and
a higher mortality rate, urban congestion, etc.
In the light of forecasts for future
transportation demand, objectives and
countermeasures for transport development ... /
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been established, based on the
experiences and lessons of advanced
countries. A strategic mission has been
defined: this is to develop a comprehensive
modern transportation system that fulfils the
three objectives of cutting energy
consumption, reducing traffic accidents and
improving urban congestion. Major scientific
technologies have been included in future
transportation development: high-speed trains,
“clean” vehicles, new guidance systems,
intelligent transportation technology and highspeed magnetic float technology, together with
management measures. Furthermore, the
conditions for successful development have
been established by setting up a management
institution for a comprehensive modern
transportation system, instituting development
policy to promote the supply of civil transport
equipment, and laying the foundations of an
innovative and scientific system of
transportation.
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Robert
Cervero

Professor, University of
Berkeley, USA

Sustainable
Urban planning
and Transport:
designing the
city for
mobility and
accessibility
through
institutional,
management,
and land use
initiatives

Cities of the
developing world,
including those in
China, have adopted a
traditional western
approach to rising
demands for
motorized travel,
relying on
technological and
supply-side solutions.
This could perpetuate
dependence and
associated problems.
Beijing, for example,
features a series of ring roads superimposed
by a large rectilinear grid of surface
thoroughfares. Experiences show such
roadway configurations serve to disperse
growth and increase rates of Vehicle
Kilometers Traveled (VKT) per capita.
A more balanced approach is called for that
elevates “accessibility-based” planning and
system development to the same level of
“mobility-based” approaches, and the
introduction of various institutional,
administrative, and management techniques
that places Chinese cities on a more
sustainable pathway.
Transit-first initiatives should be seriously
looked into, such as found in Zurich and

Bogotá wherein a combination of
technological advancements (e.g., real-time
dynamic signalization systems) and system
management (e.g., conversion of motorway
lanes to dedicated busways) have promoted
public transport usage. Bogotá’s introduction
of “green connectors” that provide
perpendicular and grade-separated pedways
and bikeways to mainline transit corridors are
particularly relevant to Chinese cities.
All Chinese cities have a strong tradition of
comprehensive land-use planning, problems
like widening jobs-housing imbalances are
giving rise to lengthening journeys. Three
land-use strategies that offer promise for
reducing VKT per capita are transit oriented
development, New Urban planning designs,
and jobs-housing balance. Experiences in
Singapore, metropolitan Washington, D. C.,
Tokyo, and Curitiba underscore the benefits
from harmonizing large-scale transit
investments and urbanization patterns under a
variety of institutional and regulatory
approaches.
Chinese cities have made headway in Travel
Demand Management (TDMO) in recent
times, such as vehicle licensing schemes,
however in other areas, such as ridesharing,
carsharing, and congestion pricing, useful
lessons can be learned by looking at
experiences elsewhere. Southern California

has emerged as an international leader in
promoting ridesharing through a combination
of high-occupancy lane infrastructure,
intelligent transportation systems, and
innovative schemes like High-Occupancy
Toll (HOT) lanes. Road pricing experiences in
Singapore and London suggest price signals
are also powerful mechanisms for rationing
scarce road capacity during peak hours.
To achieve more sustainable patterns
of growth, cities of China and elsewhere
in the developing world should strive
to balance demand-side and supply-side
solutions and accessibility as well as mobilitybased transport policies. A multi-modal
balanced approach to transport and urban
planning offers the best chance of placing
among the world’s most populated
conurbations on sustainable pathways—not
just environmentally, but economically and
socially as well.
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City workshops
Monday 11 October [morning]
In China, the agents of local
development face new challenges
associated with the fast pace of
change and the increasing
complexity of urban phenomena.
The current reforms are
significantly altering the nature of
local public action.
There is a greater focus on
responding to the increasingly
diverse needs of citydwellers. This
situation generates the need to
find new solutions which will both
improve the quality of social life
and provide new ways of
managing transport services.
The aim of the themed workshops,
organised in collaboration with the
Tsinghua University in Beijing
and the Tongji University in
Shanghai, is to compare local
conditions in China with
experiences in other countries and
to foster a cross-disciplinary
dialogue within a context that
promotes discussion.
Following on from meetings with
the Institut pour la ville en
mouvement in China in 2003
and 2004, representatives
of the cities of Beijing, Shanghai,
Chongqing, Guangzhou and
Wuhan will share their
observations based on a series
of case studies.
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CHONGQING
The city of Chongqing has a total population
of 33 million and covers a huge and
heterogeneous area centred round
the Chongqing agglomeration, which aspires
to become a significant metropolis in western

BEIJING

“Providing transportation
service to the outskirts”

The agglomeration of Beijing, whose planning
framework is under revision, is structured in a
clearly radioconcentric manner. The outskirts,
essentially made up of of residential
development, are dependent on the centre.
Centres of growth—especially three new
towns—have been created to slow down urban
sprawl from the centre. The new town of
Yizhuang, situated on the motorway axis that
links Beijing to the port of Tianjin on the
Bohai Sea, illustrates the issues raised by the
management of relations between centre and

outskirts and the need to create a uniform
citywide transport service. The development
plans for Yizhuang and in particular the
projected underground rail system, raise a
number of questions: how can transport
services be used to promote outskirts
development and particularly new towns?
What is the best way to manage links
between the centre and outskirts and
between outskirts and outskirts?

“Improving transport
planning tools”
China. The city’s development plans depend
on its ability to anticipate change, especially
the anticipated doubling in the urban
population from 3 to 6 million by 2030. In
view of these circumstances, several questions

arise: are the existing planning arrangements
adequate? What methodological innovations
might improve planning performance?
These are the kind of questions raised by the
city’s recently modified transport plan.

[afternoon]
MODERATORS:
LU HUAPU
Tsinghua University
PAN HAIXIAO
Tongji University
JEAN-FRANÇOIS DOULET
Paris Institute of Political
Studies (Sciences Po)

SPECIAL GUESTS:
GEORGES AMAR
Director of Innovation and
Forecasting at the RATP,
France
FRANÇOIS GEINDRE
Director of the Paris-Val
de Seine School of
Architecture, France
KLAUS KUNZMANN
Professor at the European
Institute of Urban Planning
in Dortmund, Germany
BERNARD REICHEN
Architect-Urban Planner,
member of the Academy of
Architecture, Paris, France
JOSÉ MANUEL VIEGAS
Professor at the Superior
Institute for Technics,
Portugal

SHANGHAI
In Shanghai, an extensive underground and
light rail network facilitates intermodal
solutions which have the effect of structuring
metropolitan space around the centres of
interchange. The attractiveness of these
centres, often reinforced by the presence of
shops and services, suggests the need to look
at individual means of access (walking,
cycling and also private cars). Apart from the
technical difficulty of linking different

“Creating effective
centres of interchange”
transport networks, there is also the issue of
who uses these centres of intermodality. What
is their impact on the surrounding space and
more broadly on urban structure as a whole?
In what way are they connected with new
mobility practices?
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WUHAN

“Building a rapid
urban roads system

The city of Wuhan, situated at a confluence
point in the Changjiang basin, has taken on
the difficult task of linking its three
constituent districts (Hankou, Hanyang and
Wuchang). Its roads network, already
structured by an inner and outer orbital road,
is to be reinforced by an additional, so-called
intermediate, orbital road, located between the
two existing structures. Improving the roads
networks is certainly a major issue for
Wuhan’s development in terms of traffic speed

and fluidity, but the planned intermediate
orbital road—set to cut across existing
districts—also raises the sensitive question of
urban and environmental quality. Is
transforming the intermediate orbital road into
a freeway the only response to mobility
requirements? Is there a form of development
that might reconcile buildings and traffic
flows?

GUANGZHOU

INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT
ENGINEERING,
TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY

“Creating
city around a transport infrastructure”
To the south of the municipal territory of
Guangzhou is the future site of Panyu Station
which, situated on the fast railway line
between Beijing and Hong Kong, is set to
become the fourth most significant relay point
on the Chinese railway network. The impact of
such a project will certainly be regional —
structuring the megacity space on the Pearl
River Delta—but it will also be local, creating
a new development space on the edge of the
Guangzhou agglomeration. With regard to this
latter point, the potential development choices
raised several questions: how should the
station be linked to the city centre? How can
the structuring role of such an infrastructure
project be used to create the city?
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CLOSING
CEREMONY

The Institute of Transportation
Engineering (ITE) was established
in 1995 on the basis of the
Teaching and Research Group on
Urban Transportation, set up by
the Department of Civil
Engineering in 1986. The Institute
currently has 4 faculties with two
professors, one associate professor
and one lecturer. It conducts
research in the fields of
transportation planning and
management, intelligent transport
systems, traffic control, traffic
economics and policy, etc.
It also places great emphasis on
graduate programmes. As part of
the process of enhancing its

research functions, the graduate
education programmes have been
strengthened, with the admission
of more talented students to
encourage creative research.
Teaching and research cover
transportation planning, traffic
information and control,
intelligent transport systems,
urban traffic, logistics, etc. There
are 6 post-doctoral, 11 doctoral
and 12 master’s students now
studying at the Institute.
In recent years, the Institute can
boast a series of high-level
achievements in the different
fields. It has conducted long-term
state and provincial research
projects, and also provides
backing and services for the local
economy and the 2008 Beijing
Olympics via the intercity ITS
planning projects. It has published
over 200 research papers in
international or domestic
academic journals, together with
many monographs and textbooks.
Director: LU HUAPU
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THE CITY
ON THE MOVE
INSTITUTE
The City on the Move Institute
(IVM) was set up in 2001 at the
initiative of PSA Peugeot Citroën
with the objective of contributing
to ideas, actions and innovations
designed to enhance urban
mobilities.
The possibilities for movement of
individuals, goods and
information, together with access
to the entirety of urban space,
constitute essential social needs,
since they have increasingly
become conditions of access to
housing, jobs, education, health,
family relations and leisure.
IVM is working with a number
of different partners on a series
of actions or projects including
the China programme and
the International academic Chair.
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THE IVM’S INTERNATIONAL
ACADEMIC CHAIR

THE IVM’S CHINA PROGRAMME
In response to the
explosive growth of
its big cities, China,
like other countries
PROJECT COORDINATOR:
around the world, is
JEAN-FRANÇOIS DOULET
looking at ways to
Geographer and urban
improve its transport
planner, senior lecturer
at the Paris Institute
organisation
and at
of Political Studies
the possibilities of
PROJECT ASSISTANT:
intermodality. IVM’s
JIAN ZHUO
China programme
Architect,
PhD candidate
was launched three
years ago as a
contribution to latter-day thinking
about the future of China’s cities and trends in
urban mobilities. Its primary purpose is to
look for solutions and innovative measures.
After organising a colloquium in Chengdu in
October 2001 on intermodality in Chinese and
European cities, IVM established partnerships
with five other Chinese cities: Beijing,
Shanghai, Chongqing, Guangzhou and
Wuhan. These partnerships gave rise to a
number of other outcomes, including:
- joint publication of the proceedings of the
Chengdu colloquium with Tongji University
Publishing House in Shanghai,
- a visit to Paris by Professor Lu Huapu of
Tsinghua University at the invitation
of the IVM Chair,
- participation by Chinese students in the
international competition “Easing the city”,
organised by IVM,
- a sequence of lectures and workshops around
China accompanying the touring exhibition
“Architecture on the Move!”.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT:
XAVIER FELS
Secretary general
of the City on the Move
Institute

Urban planners, geographers, sociologists,
ethnologists, economists... all around the
world, specialists are studying phenomena
associated with urban mobility. In June 2001,
to keep abreast of this work and foster
international exchange between all the
experts, IVM created an academic chair with
the Cité Descartes “City and Environment”
Postgraduate School in Marne-La-Vallée. This
chair includes: ENPC, ENSG, University
Paris VIII, University of Marne-la-Vallée,
University Paris XII, Paris-Belleville School
of Architecture, National Institute for
Research on Transport and Transport safety
(INRETS), Institute of Human Sciences (ISH)
in Lyon, and their research laboratories:
LATTS, LTMU-IFU, LVMT-IFU, CRETEILIUP, DEST, LET.
Under a scientific committee headed
by Jean-Pierre Orfeuil, Professor at the Paris
Institute of Urban Planning, the Chair
organises an annual lecture programme and
seminar with published proceedings. Leading
figures from all around the world and from
different disciplines are invited to contribute
to the work, which is primarily aimed
at academics and professionals in the field.

INSTITUT
POUR LA VILLE EN
MOUVEMENT
10, rue des Halles
75001 Paris
tel: + 33 (0)1 53 40 95 60
fax : +33 (0)1 53 40 95 61
www.ville-en-mouvement.com

vilmouv@wanadoo.fr

SECRETARY GENERAL:
Xavier Fels
CHIEF EXECUTIVE:
Mireille Apel-Muller
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER:
Françoise Gaudin
ASSISTANT:
Christianne Gharios
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
COORDINATOR:
Laetitia Piccinini
PRESS OFFICER:
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